
STRATEGIES FOR MARKETING OF INDIAN VILLAGE

In this article we will discuss about the rural marketing strategies adopted in India . Learn about: 1. Product 2. Pricing 3.
Place (Distribution) 4. Promotion.

Professional services would now be required in most of the rural areas very soon. Other Initiatives Waves:
Hero Honda has been running a two-month-long marketing campaign called "waves", that coincides with the
pre-harvest seasons of April and October. Next Page The concept of rural marketing differs from different
things to different persons who are active participants in marketing. This technique yields itself for application
in many engineering or product designed areas so that the price can be kept at an affordable level. All these
services can be profitably distributing in rural areas because rural consumers are now eager to go for these
kinds of services. We will discuss each one in detail A. Once a village has been selected, HUL team meets key
opinion leaders KOLs like the sarpanch, the school principal, an important businessman or anyone who is
highly regarded by the villagers. The service is designed to provide farmers with personalized, timely and
actionable agricultural information from pre-sowing to post-harvest stages through SMS on their mobile
phones in their local language. It spread information on how washing hands can keep diseases away, targeted a
population of 5 crores in villages. Storage of the Products Because of interrupted power supply in rural areas;
it is also a point to work on for marketers to make proper arrangements for storage of products which require
special storage like ice creams and cold drinks etc. The farm equipment companies also have to manage the
leasing of these equipment to small farmers, because there is a big market where farmers are looking out for
mechanization of farming. Pricing Strategy for Consumer Durables Rural people have been managing their
lives with or without these consumer durable products and most of the rural people consider such products to
be for luxury. Today I would like to share my experience, which I have gained after multiple years of off and
on field research. Smaller regional brands would come along, offer better markups and sell goods on credit
and take away a significant portion of business in a short span. With a focus on building enduring
relationships with rural customers, the "Har Gaon, Har Aangan" program included a number of activities with
no direct sales outcome. Handset comes with lifetime validity. This region-specific branding was
unprecedented for a multinational corporation. These farmers and their families should able to do all the
farming works by themselves. The price of such refill packs is lower than the price of the products that are
available in bottles. Reuters Market Lights Each day, over , farmers in different states of India receive text
messages on their mobile phones, giving them spot prices for their chosen crops from nearby markets,
crop-related advice for their region, localized weather forecasts and prices of supplies, all according to their
individual preferences and in a language of their choice. In fact, a grape farmer in Nashik recalls how a RML
weather alert helped him take action to save his crop, saving him Rs , Since many of them are also educated to
some extent, they are very open to new methods of farming that will improve their level of income from
farming. During this exercise, vans from HUL and its distributors did the rounds of 30, villages giving
promotional packs, showing products ads and identifying key retail and distribution points. It was launched by
HULs personal products division in  Different Uses of Consumer Durables Rural life is completely different
from urban life and hence the consumer durable products will be used differently. The job of identifying
villages for activation programmes rests with the HUL sales team. Rural family members are likely to become
isolated just as the urban families in the near future. The company was established in , with an investment of
Rs. It was a Rs. To make them buy these products, these products have to be priced low. Operation Bharat
Under Operation Bharat, HUL introduced sachets of clinic-plus, ponds, close-up and fairness cream to make
sachet buying a habit for these consumers. This confusion leads to distorted understanding of the problems of
rural marketing and, more often perceptions. For some instance, rural consumers will not use refrigerators for
storing fruits and vegetables because they pluck these from their farms when they require, but they may have
surplus milk that they may need to preserve. Agricultural Inputs There is a requirement of farming equipment
like tractors and farming products like fertilizers in rural markets. Under this initiative complaints are handled
within a maximum of 24 hours. Within a district, the companys main liaison is located in the district
headquarters. Sturdy products Sturdiness of a product either in terms of weight or appearance is an important
fact for rural consumers. Hero Honda The Company launched some entry-level products with trimmings
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tailored to suit the rural consumer, like adjustable suspension, strong headlights and good ground clearance.
Rural India presents immense o Village advertising India pportunity for sure but for everyone trying to make
moolah out of it, there are unique challenges that the area presents and need to be cautious. Simple products
like fans also have to be different for rural peoples. Spotting a business opportunity in rural markets, the
agency decided to launch a personalized information service for farmers. By relivingmbadays on April 3,
Considering the environment in which the rural market operates and other related problems, it is possible to
evolve effective strategies for rural marketing. HUL products include foods, beverages, cleaning agents and
personal care products. By such technology also the price can be reduced. Some innovation in packing
technology is very necessary for rural markets.


